Supply List for 7th & 8th Grade Math & Science

*Each student in grades 7 and 8 needs to bring $80 for science and math (combined) book fees on the
first day of school. The teacher should be collecting this money and giving students their appropriate
books in the classroom.

Grade 7 Math















Graph paper
Ruler
Colored pencils
Pencil sharpener
Pencil pouch
Pencils (mechanical or regular are both fine)
Erasers
Pens (varying colors to check work)
Scissors
Glue sticks (a few of them…not just one)
Roll of scotch tape
1 subject notebook (for scratch work and back up paper)
Geometry set with protractor and compass
TI-30X calculator

Grade 8 Math















Graph paper
Ruler
Colored pencils
Pencil sharpener
Pencil pouch
Pencils (mechanical or regular are both fine)
Erasers
Pens (varying colors to check work)
Scissors
Glue sticks (a few of them…not just one)
Roll of scotch tape
Geometry set with protractor and compass
1 subject notebook (for scratch work and back up paper)
TI-30X calculator

Other supplies to donate to the class (remember us throughout the year):


Tissues











Clorox wipes
Rolls of paper towels
Expo board cleaner (please only Expo brand…the others don’t clean as well)
Stickers to put on corrected papers
Varying colors of Expo markers (I try to use the bright colors just as much as the regular ones so
please donate them always)
Pack of construction or various colors of paper
Pack of copy paper to be used to make copies for the class throughout the year
Hard candies or small sweets to be given to the class as treats for good behavior, academic
achievement, etc. throughout the year
Many students like to have their own mini stapler and staples so check with your child

Grade 7 Science











1 subject notebook (spiral)
Colored Pencils
Pencil sharpener
Pencil pouch
Pencils (mechanical or regular are both fine)
Highlighters (various colors)
Pens (colors that are easy to see)
Scissors
Glue sticks (several)
Roll of scotch tape

Grade 8 Science











1 subject notebook (spiral)
Colored Pencils
Pencil sharpener
Pencil pouch
Pencils (mechanical or regular are both fine)
Highlighters (various colors)
Pens (colors that are easy to see)
Scissors
Glue sticks (several)
Roll of scotch tape

